
Inspire a summer love story with sumptuous  
layers and fresh hues.

SPRING/SUMMER 2022



A crisp, linen sundress in the warmth of the 
day, wrapped in a cosy knit by the cool of the 
evening. The fresh, sweet scent of magnolia 
carried on a summer breeze, honeyed hues  
of dappled afternoon light dancing across 
white walls. 

Lightweight layers of texture, from airy linen 
sheets to the gentle comfort of a quilt or  
blanket. Classic antique white Ayrton and 
creamy Petra are subtly warmed by sandy 
Sable and the muted toffee tone of Brun.

LUXURY LAYERS

PE TRA  I   AYRTON  I   SABLE  I   BRUN  

‘Delicate streams of sunlight,  
a warm, gentle breeze and a  

moment of repose.’ 

Publication, ‘Rose Uniacke At Home’   
Photography by Francois Halard.



Painting, Christina’s world 1948 by Andrew Wyeth



RUSSO  I   BRUN  I   FLOSS  I   TEMPEST

Golden light, glowing tans and long, languid 
sunsets. Timber and terracotta, sun-warmed, 
cobbled streets. Energy and anticipation with 
the promise of a summer storm. Terraces and 
town squares, dancing and playfulness in the 
heat of the night. 

Transeasonal hues of rich, decedent Russo 
and toffee-hued Brun are tempered by the 
earthy blush of Floss and grounded by moody 
charcoal Tempest for an inviting bedscape 
that is both raw and luxurious. 

LATE SUMMER HUES

Provence Farmhouse by Diego Delgado-Elias 
Photography by Matthieu Salvaing



Presebation Bar New Orleans, USA



ROY  I  FOG  I   PE TRA/KALI

Open shutters on a balmy evening, sheer 
curtains lightly billowing as an invigorating 
ocean breeze eases its way in. Glistening, 
azure waters, a salty haze blurring sea and sky. 
Alfresco afternoons, evenings spent poolside 
as the sun disappears below the horizon.

Laidback elegance, luxury in simplicity.  
Soothing tones of cornflower-blue Roy and 
pale grey Fog with its subtle blue undertones 
layer effortlessly, as the sandy melange of Kali 
and creamy Petra imbue gentle warmth for a 
look that is at once relaxed and refined.

TRANQUIL TONES

Interior by Tasmin Johnson I Photography by Anson Smart



Creative by @david_giroire I Architect @kknvlz
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